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Overview
Global growth remains tepid in the first half of 2016. However, Asia will continue to contribute 60% of world
growth: 1) China’s slowing economy will lead to outbound M&A opportunities, and 2) Southeast Asia’s
powerhouse, the CLMVT economies, will attract inbound M&A opportunities

1. China Economy Slows
 Growth prospects in China are different from
past patterns, as the economy faces a shake
up
 Outbound investment increasingly popular
 Inbound M&A opportunities into “New China”

2. Growth in CLMVT
 Growth in CLMVT countries is projected to
outpace that of the ASEAN region, with GDP
growth rates of more than 7% over 2016 – 2020

CLMVT
GDP USD 684.13 bln
239.8 mln
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The Escalating Crisis in China
Until 2003

2003 to 2008

“Uphill bicycle”

“Shuttle reentry to earth
with faulty instruments”

2008 Onward

哎呀!!

2016
“Time to think differently”

Beijing…we
have a
problem

Grow to solve
problems

System-wide credit – too high,
too fast, too expensive

“Old China” with laden
oversupply

Civil servants and SOE
bosses not willing nor
incentivized to take initiatives

STRICTLY PRIVATE
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China‘s economy is over-levered, inefficient, and suffers from decades of misallocated investment.
The government is neither willing nor capable of deflating the credit bubble
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Trend Over the Longer Term
Rapid
Growth

Sustainable Slower Growth

Investment/Export Driven

Trend

Consumption Driven

Quantity

Quality

Change in Landscape
1. Declining working population

3. Rising rates and
tapering of easy money

2. Recovering world economy

5
4
GDP (%)

3
2
1
0
2008
-1
-2

Working population fell for a fourth
straight year in 2015, declining by
4.9 million to 911 million people

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

Year

Stronger world economy led by US market
recovery

US rates have been held at
practically zero since December
2008. They will inevitably rise
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Opportunities Arising from China’s “New Normal”
 Employing the One Belt One Road (OBOR) policy to address its domestic over-production and strengthen its
economic footprint
 OBOR includes the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), the Silk Road Fund, as well as general
policies aimed at promoting investment overseas
 With the slowdown, more Chinese enterprises will be seeking opportunities overseas
 CLMVT is likely to be one of the main beneficiaries of the outward push

One Belt One Road (OBOR)
One Belt One Road refers to a trade
infrastructure “corridor” in two parts:
1. The Silk Road Economic Belt
2. The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road








Nothing left to build at home
Improves regional/global rail and sea
infrastructure
Runs across the center of continent
Stops at key hubs and global land and
maritime trade
Improves China’s access and profile
Effective way to recycle USD treasuries
RMB internationalisation

STRICTLY PRIVATE
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Opportunities Arising from China’s “New Normal”
Good Sectors
Investment in China will be more attractive

SOE more stable than private sector, larger
companies more resilient than SMEs

Banks will have cleaned up. Larger, diversified banks
safer than city commercial banks











Export
Consumer goods
Logistics
Services
Healthcare
Education
Industry 4.0
E-commerce
The “unavoidables”

Bad Sectors
Banks don’t restructure debt, instead sell NPLs to
Asset Management Companies at discount

 Commodities
 Construction
 Real estate

China should move in the direction of more efficiency
and transparency, better governance, international
inclusion

 High cap-ex industrial companies,
especially those catering to the domestic
market
 Highly polluting or energy intensive sectors

Government will take reforms more seriously
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Considerations
Outbound Investment from China

Inbound Investment to China
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Case Study: Makro Turnaround and Sale to Lotte



Makro was the first foreign retailer to be granted a license to operate a cash-and-carry business in China
(1997). Seven years on, they were losing money and had 4 stores. Makro’s management contract was on
the line



In 2004, Strategy613 assisted SHV Group to turn the company around



Strategy613 helped re-focus the business in Beijing. It became one of the few profitable foreign retailing
franchises in China by end of 2006



We recommended streamlining of the Chinese shareholders whereby COFCO would acquire the other
Chinese-owned stakes and control 51% of Makro China



Appointed to arrange the sale of Makro, we were instrumental in the disposal of Makro China to Lotte Group
of Korea in 2008. The bid represented 180 times the LTM earnings at the time of pricing

Overview

Result
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What is CLMVT?
With a population around 240 million, and a GDP of approximately USD 684 billion, the CLMVT group of
countries has a strong geopolitical significance and economic weight for the following reasons:

1.

Economically very dynamic

2.

Mutually complimentary

3.

Located at the crossroads of enormous emerging markets in Asia, such as China, India and other
ASEAN countries, representing nearly half of the population of the entire world

Myanmar

Cambodia

STRICTLY PRIVATE
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Thailand

Laos

Vietnam
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CLMVT: Towards a Shared Prosperity

Global and Regional Value Chain

Connectivity

 Great potential to be hub of products, especially in
agriculture and food, tourism, logistics, automotives and
etc.

 Border trade: CLMVT Single Window
 Logistics

 Further cooperation in agriculture, handicrafts, OTOP

 Infrastructure development for trade, investment and
tourism

 “Think Regionally”

 Financial connectivity
 Impact of technology and social media
 Government’s role (eg. invest in infrastructure,
regulations and procedures)

Competitiveness

Sharing, networking and collaboration

 Human capital development



Sharing information, knowledge and experiences

 Small farmers and SMEs development



Collaboration at all levels: between public and private
sectors and at local which is important to forge SMEs
and people-to-people connection

 Technology/R&D collaboration
 Harmonized standard rules
 Quality is the key
 Liberalisation particular in services
 Nurturing the CLMVT youth
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Investment Opportunities for CLMVT

Asia’s New Growth Engine
Truly, an emerging region, packed with many exciting possibilities





Situated in mainland Asia and share physical border together, sharing distinct culture and exotic
environment
Single market and production base with free movement of goods, and greater liberization of services,
investment and professional workforce
Low internet penetration rate allows further development of e-commerce and digital
Attractive for trade, investment and tourism

Sectors for Investment

Main

Related Businesses

Local Tourism

Media, Airline, Education

Food and Beverages

Logistics, Packaging, Agriculture Products

Infrastructure

Investment, Real Estate
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Case Study: ICBC Acquisition of ACL Bank



ICBC had been seeking to acquire ACL since 2007, but the deal remained grounded due to structural and
valuation issues



Ministry of Finance, ACL’s largest shareholder, had bought 30.6% of the bank during the Asian financial
crisis at THB 11.50/share. The Ministry would not sell its holding at a lower price, whereas the average price
of ACL shares in H12009 was THB 3.96



The Thai government introduced Strategy613 to the deal in 2009. Within months, ICBC made a public
voluntary tender offer for all ACL shares. The deal closed with all approvals granted on both sides in April
2010

Overview

GS pulled out
as advisor to
ICBC
Results

2007
GS & Deutsche
advised ICBC on
ACL

2008

MOF waived
foreign
shareholder limit
2009
S613 entered as
Thai MOF advisor

2010

ICBC EGM
approved Tender
Offer
Deal
closed

ICBC obtained all
Chinese regulatory
approvals
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Strategy613 Overview


Strategy613 is a boutique advisory firm focused on
providing customised, effective and innovative
solutions for our clients



The founders have maintained very close ties with
China’s and Thailand’s top leaders for over half a
century, and have developed a unique understanding
of
the
relationship
between
governments,
businesses and the economy at large



Strategy613 has rich experience in dealing with
State Owned Enterprises in highly regulated
industries, and a proven track-record serving bluechip clients in China and Europe
We serve corporates looking to expand operations in Asia, China and Thailand in particular; as well
as Asian corporates seeking to invest abroad
We provide tailor-made solutions for our clients by bringing together our understanding of their needs
with our local knowledge and contacts

STRICTLY PRIVATE
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We have advised the governments of China and Thailand on topics including finance, environment
protection and energy security
Leveraging on highly experienced team, we are able to offer creative solutions covering a variety of
industries
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Company Overview – Track Record
ICBC/ACL: Advisor to the Thai government regarding the sale of ACL Bank to
ICBC in 2010, with a total consideration of USD 550 million. To date, this deal
represents the largest investment by China in Thailand
Kasikornbank: Long-term advisor to CEO for the Bank’s strategic expansion in
China. Instrumental in developing JV between Kasikornbank and Minsheng
Bank, as well as partnerships with Alibaba, and UnionPay. Advised on the
acquisition of Nomura’s finance company in Shanghai
SHV Group: M&A advisor to the Group’s energy division on restructuring its
strategic focus in China. Advised on four deals between 2012 and 2014
Makro China: Advisor on turnaround and subsequent USD 170 million strategic
sale of Makro China to Lotte Group in 2008
Philips: Advisor since 2012 for the Philips Lighting’s expansion in China and
Thailand. Advised on investment together with local SOE into a manufacturing
plant in Hunan
STRICTLY PRIVATE
& CONFIDENTIAL

Bank of China: Advisor on expansion strategy and competitive positioning in
Thailand from 2011 to 2013
ABN AMRO Bank: Advised Asia CEO on the group’s acquisitions in China
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Strategy613 Founders
Sirin Phathanothai
Chairman of Strategy613, Sirin was raised by Chinese Premier Zhou
Enlai for 13 years until the Cultural Revolution. Sirin has acted as a
bridge between the political and business leaders of China and
Thailand, and also those of Europe, the US and the Middle East. She
has successfully paved the way for many high-level state visits, and
introduced many foreign banks and corporates to China since the late
1970s. Sirin graduated from Peking University and has lived several
years in the UK. She now spends most of her time between Paris,
Beijing, and Bangkok.

Joe Horn
Founder and CEO of Strategy613, Joe holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Mathematics from Oxford University and a Master’s degree in Pure
Mathematics from Cambridge University. After graduation, Joe joined
Deutsche Morgan Grenfell in Singapore and later Merrill Lynch in
Hong Kong. Since founding Strategy613, Joe has established himself
as one of the foremost business and finance advisors in Thailand and
China. In addition to English, Joe is also fluent in Chinese, French
and Thai.

STRICTLY PRIVATE
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Senior Executives
Mai Chalitaporn
Bachelor’s degree in Manufacturing Engineering from University of
Nottingham and Thammasat University, and a Master’s degree in
Finance from University of Cambridge. Upon graduation, Mai joined
ABN AMRO Investment Banking where she worked in corporate
finance and debt capital markets in Hong Kong and London. Mai has
worked on numerous advisory transactions including Philips and Bank
of China.

Krit Damrongrat
Bachelor's degree in Civil Engineering from Chulalongkorn University,
and holds an MBA from Tsinghua University where he did an exchange
programme at Stanford GSB. Before joining Strategy613, Krit worked
for Siam Cement Group. Krit has worked on landmark transactions
such as the ICBC acquisition of ACL Bank, and the capital increase of a
leading biomass technology provider Gussing Renewable Energy.

STRICTLY PRIVATE
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Creating more M&A Work through GGI Membership
GGI Conference, Bangkok October 2016

Newcastle | Leeds | Manchester

Relevant USP's arising from membership of GGI
•

Good global coverage of legal and accountancy professionals;

•

Access to brokers and dealmakers through network;

•

Cost competitive compared to the international legal and accountancy firms;

•

Quick shared valuable knowledge and intelligence;

•

Easy collaboration between members.

Newcastle | Leeds | Manchester

How to Use Them?
•

Presentation of resource and scale, way beyond individual firm status or profile;

•

Cost effectiveness versus alternatives;

•

Access to different markets/sources of buyers for sale mandates, more likelihood of finding a
strategic buyer;

•

Use obtained information for international projects to demonstrate breadth of knowledge and
offering.

Newcastle | Leeds | Manchester

Some Examples of Work Obtained
•

WH – Global US HQ Multinational with substantial operations in UK and Europe.
Existing UK and European advisers – Eversheds
o
o
o
o

•

WH – Large corporate with operations throughout the world expanding largely by
acquisition. Existing advisers – CMS
o
o

•

Key pitch points – hub and spoke model, cost efficiency and less cumbersome
Initial trial work – 11 GGI and 2 non GGI firms involved
Follow on M&A work
Use of similar hub and spoke model for accounting and tax work also now
sourced mostly through GGI firms

Key pitch points – hub and spoke model, greater coverage than existing offices,
cost efficiency
Work obtained - ongoing acquisitions

WH and GGI Member Lee Lloyd - Potential £350m PE deal
o

Access US PE Houses through network to gauge appetite and pricing compared to
domestic PE market or IPO

Newcastle | Leeds | Manchester

Some Examples of Work Obtained
• Marktlink M&A (The Netherlands) sale mandate of Afriflora
o Afriflora is a Netherlands/Ethiopa based Rose producer / farm, production of 1 bln
rose stems / year
o Owners of Afriflora wished to diversify (part of) the value of the company investment teaser was shared within GGI Network

o US GGI member Lee Lloyd introduced Marktlink to African Investment Fund of
KKR
o The Netherlands based GGI member Limes International advised on Tax related
and estate planning issues
o $200 mln deal closed beginning of 2015
o >$ 1 mln of (success) fees

Newcastle | Leeds | Manchester

Robert Thompson
Partner | Corporate
E: robert.thompson@wardhadaway.com
T: +44 (0)191 204 4218
M: +44 (0)7900 224 981

Robert is a senior partner in the corporate department at Ward
Hadaway, and advises UK-based and international clients on
corporate transactions across a range of sectors, from
manufacturing and engineering to aviation and education.
He has been a partner at Ward Hadaway for more than 20 years and
has extensive experience of acquisitions, disposals, mergers,
corporate structuring and reorganisations for public and private
clients regionally, nationally and internationally.
As testament to Robert’s M&A experience and expertise, he edits the
leading legal practitioners’ guide on M&A transactions, "Sinclair on
Warranties and Indemnities on Share and Asset Sales" 9th Edition.

Newcastle | Leeds | Manchester

GCG, the new international M&A deal network
Claudio Cocca, GGI
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The Global Network of
M&A, Corporate Finance
and Strategy Firms
GCG | GROWTH CREATORS GLOBALLY

GCG MEMBER COMPOSITION

M&A FIRMS

CORPORATE FINANCE FIRMS
o
o
o
o
o
o

Middle market firms
Transaction volume 10 – 300 MUSD
Reputable authorities in their local markets
International & cross border clients’ needs
Desire to maintain firm independence
Active participants at conferences and networking events

STRATEGIC ADVISORY FIRMS

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

And more..

GENEVA CAPITAL GROUP (GCG)

Global network of M&A
and Corporate Finance advisory firms

Cross-Border transactions

Transactions | Financing | Strategic Optimisation

M&A Practice Group

GCG SERVICES
Mergers & Acquisitions
Business Valuation

Financial Due Diligence
GROWTH
CREATORS
GLOBALLY

Transaction Services
Early Stage & Alternative Finance
IPO Consulting
Internationalisation (Market entry)
Restructuring & Turnaround

WHY FIRMS JOIN GCG
GLOBALLY PRESENT NETWORK
o Taking advantage of GGI’s global presence of accountants, tax
professionals and lawyers

GENERATING DEAL FLOW
o Creating powerful M&A opportunities through the global network of
GCG and GGI

HIGHLY EXPERIENCED MEMBERS
o Experts in M&A deals
o Corporate Finance and Strategic Advisory

PERSONAL INTERACTION
o Members meet regularly and are exchanging experience and
knowledge

M&A BOUTIQUES MARKET

CHALLENGES

OPPORTUNITIES
THROUGH GCG

M&A boutiques are all facing revolutionary
changes in the delivery of service

M&A boutiques are more cost-effective
and efficient than large investment banks

They do not all have the internal resources
to keep up with changes

They have vast amounts resources
through their networks

The market is crowded with
new ancillary service providers

Through their network memberships,
M&A boutiques can take advantage
of international expertise

M&A boutiques struggle to access to
international Industry Expertise

A global network guarantees access
to Industry Expertise worldwide

M&A Transactions are becoming more and more
Cross-Border Transactions

GCG DEAL SHARING PLATFORM

o Allows users to find existing
deals, post new deals and
communicate with M&A and
corporate finance professionals
within GCG and worldwide
o Helps make the complex world
of M&A deals simpler, more
efficient and cost effective
o Designed to share deals within a
selected group of users

GCG GOVERNANCE
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
o Oversees day to day management

REGIONAL HEAD OFFICES

o Implements the decisions and strategies of the StratCom

STRATEGIC COMMITTEE (StratCom)
o Ruling Body of GCG
o Oversees new member inductions
o Composed of Executive Management and Members

REGIONAL ADVISORY COUNCILS
o Advisory bodies to the Strategic Committee & Management of GCG
o Responsible for continuing collaboration and branding of GCG
throughout their respective region

Middle East / Africa
Dubai
Latin America
Buenos Aires
North America
Boston
Europe
Zurich
Asia / Pacific
Bangkok

GCG GOVERNANCE

CURRENT PRESENCE

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Argentina
Chile
China
Indonesia
Italy
Netherlands
Poland
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
USA

GCG OBJECTIVES

o Become the primary M&A Network worldwide.
o Enhance recognition that M&A boutique networks are the most cost-effective and efficient model
for global M&A/CF representation.
o Enhance the position of M&A boutiques as the primary structure for the delivery of global
M&A/CF services through their networks.
o Establish universal quality standards and principles for the worldwide M&A advisory profession.
o Create alternative forums for discussion of the most important M&A/CF related issues, including
client relationships, networks, management, technology and others.
o Team up with similar professional associations to foster collaboration and enhance the quality of
benefits for members and their clients.
o Increase cost-effectiveness and efficiency of the services through favorable relationships with
experts worldwide.
o Spread the sector know-how throughout the members of the network.

NEXT STEPS
STRATEGIC COMMITTEE MEETING
11–13 NOVEMBER | BARCELONA, SPAIN
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TOOLS

NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

EFFICIENCY GOES FIRST

GENEVA CAPITAL GROUP AG
Avenue de Miremont 8 B
1206 Geneva
Switzerland
T: +41 22 312 00 22
F: +41 22 312 00 25
E: office@gcg.com
w: www.gcg.com

M&A PG MEETING
Bangkok | Thailand
21 October 2016

The Global Network of
M&A, Corporate Finance
and Strategy Firms
GCG | GROWTH CREATORS GLOBALLY

Discussion / Questions
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